
INSIGHT

Young, Millennial mothers are the ideal audience to engage online: these digital natives 
enjoy interacting with and sharing content they believe in, whether they consider 
themselves to be a trend-setting modern mum or an unashamed ‘scummy mummy.’ 

Mothers trust and respect nothing more than fellow mothers. And the mothers of 
refugee children, left behind in their war-torn homes to worry about their child’s 
perilous journey, have yet to recieve an opportunity to be heard.
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MUMS KNOW STRESS
                       Give the Mums left behind some peace of mind

the ONLINE FILM
Voiceovers of two typically British-sounding mums discuss their anxieties as their children leave for 
college/uni for the first time. The visuals juxtapose the audio however, as they show footage and/
or animation of refugee children undergoing the very hardships the mothers fret over.

She used to play 

HIDE AND SEEK... 
now she plays

‘HIDE IN THE SHIPPING 
CONTAINER’

1.

idea: ASKING the QUESTIONS 

THAT REFUGEEs’ MUMS CAN’T
#MumsKnowStress
Safe Passage will appeal to these young mothers through a digital campaign that 
raises awareness of the plight facing their counterparts in the Refugee Crisis: the 
forgotten mums of the children stranded in Europe. ‘Mums Know Stress’ uses Twitter, 
Instagram, Facebook and high-traffic forums such as Mumsnet to ask for hypothetical 
mummy advice—in the voices of refugees’ mums. Questions like, “What do I do about 
pepper spray in my 10yo’s eyes? Swelling won’t go down after 2 hrs??” or “How do I 
talk to my 14yo DD about sleeping rough in the winter?” will disrupt social feeds and 
link curious readers to the ‘Mums Know Stress’ donation page.

Partnerships with popular mummy influencers such as Scummy Mummy, the Unmumsy 
Mum and Hurrah for Gin will further expand the reach of the campaign, as well as 
encourage fellow modern mums to create and post their own refugee #MumsKnowStress 
dilemma.

“At what age is my daughter old 

enough to be roomed in a detention 

centre with an adult man?”  
#MumsKnowStress
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